Tax reporting and
strategy:
Managing compliance
in a dynamic and
digital world
Bringing together tax function expertise,
technology and compliance delivery to help
you understand and meet your current and
future challenges head-on.
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Organisations’ corporate compliance functions are under scrutiny and
continuous pressure to deliver better and quicker with less. The demand for
greater business insights against the backdrop of increasing compliance
obligations under tighter timeframes drives the need for seamless and
effective compliance functions.
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With the focus global authorities are placing on organisations to manage their
financial and tax reporting, it is essential to deliver efficiencies while ensuring
the effectiveness of the overall control environment.
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Having developed a connected and coherent service, our Tax Reporting and
Strategy Services address your needs by looking holistically at the corporate
compliance building blocks, delivering these in a seamless manner.
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I want to:
•
•
•

Outsource my book-keeping function
Get insourcing support in the interim
Enhance the quality of my financial and management
reporting

•

Safeguard my compliance with payroll tax and social
insurance legislation
Safeguard the effectiveness of my Payroll Function
maintaining full confidentiality
Safeguard the smooth financial compliance of our
Company’s Provident Fund

•
•

•
•
•
•

Have confidence and certainty over tax compliance
Manage tax compliance risk
Align tax compliance with business strategy
Understand and be prepared for changes in the strategy
and requirements of tax administrations and regulators

•
•
•
•

Establish an entity (company, partnership etc)
Get support for day-to-day secretarial matters
Ensure that I’m compliant with my corporate obligations
Effect corporate changes

How we can help you:
Accounting related services
We can deliver a seamless and effective Finance Function
outsourcing solution, provide insourcing support, design your
organisation’s Management Information system and generally
provide assist assistance on all finance function issues

Payroll Outsourcing Services
We can offer a complete payroll and provident fund outsourcing
solution, provide effective social insurance advisory and
compliance services and work with you to safeguard the
effectiveness and governance of your in-house payroll function.

Tax compliance services
We can safeguard your organisation’s compliance with tax obligations
and deadlines, work with you to improve tax data and confidence in
tax reporting, assist you in your communications with tax authorities
and in general support you in all aspects of tax strategy

Corporate services
We can provide support on a full range of secretarial support
services to establish and maintain corporate entities in Cyprus
and other jurisdictions.
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